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ABSTRACT
RDF (Resource Description Framework) is a standard lan-
guage to represent graph databases. ery languages for
RDF databases usually include primitives to support path
queries, linking pairs of vertices of the graph that are con-
nected by a path of labels belonging to a given language.
Languages such as SPARQL include support for paths de-
ned by regular languages (by means of Regular Expressions).
A context-free path query is a path query whose language
can be dened by a context-free grammar. Context-free path
queries can be used to implement queries such as the “same
generation queries”, that are not expressible by Regular Ex-
pressions. In this paper, we present a novel algorithm for
context-free path query processing. We prove the correct-
ness of our approach and show its run-time and memory
complexity. We show the viability of our approach by means
of a prototype implemented in Go. We run our prototype
using the same cases of study as proposed in recent works,
comparing our results with another, recently published al-
gorithm. e experiments include both synthetic and real
RDF databases. Our algorithm can be seen as a step for-
ward, towards the implementation of more expressive query
languages.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Processing a Path ery over a Graph Database consists of
looking for pairs of vertices such that they are connected by
a specied path inside the graph. e labels of the edges in
a path form a string and, as such, they can be specied by
using grammars or other formal tools. Regular Expressions
have been widely used to dene path queries. As regular
languages belong to the most restricted class of formal lan-
guages, the expressivity of such queries is somehow limited.
Recent studies have developed algorithms for supporting
the use of context-free grammars in path queries in order to
improve their expressiveness.
RDF (Resource Description Framework) is the Linked Data
standard for representing data. An RDF database consists on
a set of triples that can be viewed as a graph. e standard
query language for RDF databases is SPARQL. e language
supports the denition of paths using regular expressions
over labels of edges in the graph. However, some applications
require more sophisticated queries, which cannot be dened
using regular expressions, but may be described by context-
free grammars.
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In the last few years, a number of initiatives were devel-
oped to improve the expressiveness of SPARQL and path
query languages in general. most of these initiatives include
de denition of algorithms for the evaluation of context-free
path queries. Such algorithms are, in general, based on pars-
ing techniques. In this paper we present a new approach
that, while it is not based on a specic parsing technique, it
uses annotations over grammar items to parse several paths
at the same time, keeping track of shared prexes over these
paths.
Our main contributions are:
• an algorithm for evaluation of context-free path queries;
• an analysis of correctness, as well as time and space
complexity for the algorithm;
• experimental results that demonstrate its applicabil-
ity in dierent scenarios.
2 GRAMMARS, DATA GRAPHS AND
QUERIES
is section briey presents some basic background that is
used in the paper.
Denition 2.1 (Grammar). A context-free grammar is a
quadrupleG = (N , Σ, P , S)whereN is the set of non-terminal
symbols, Σ is the set of terminal symbols (alphabet), P is the
set of production rules in the form A → α , for A ∈ N and
α ∈ (N ∪ Σ)∗, and S ∈ N is the start symbol.
We are interested in querying graph databases, repre-
sented using RDF. An RDF graph is made of resources and
the relationships between them. A resource may be in one
of the following pairwise disjoint sets:
• Internationalized Resource Identiers (IRIs), which
are an extension of Uniform Resource Identiers
(URIs) with support to a wider range of Unicode
characters. IRIs uniquely identify resources such
as documents, movies or users’ proles in social
networks;
• literals, which specify a literal value such as a text,
number or date; or
• blank nodes, which are equivalent to labeled null
values.
e relationships between resources are expressed in the
form of triples. A triple is denoted by (s,p,o), where s is the
subject, p is the predicate and o is the object. e subject of
a triple is either an IRI or a blank node; the predicate (also
known as the property) is an IRI; and the object is either IRI,
a literal or a blank node. A nite set of triples forms an RDF
database, which corresponds to a graph.
Denition 2.2 (Graph). A graph is a set of triples inV×E×V ,
where V is a set of vertices and E is a set of edge labels. In
RDF, it is possible that V ∩ E , { }.
We can specify paths inside a graph by adequately choos-
ing a sequence of triples.
Denition 2.3 (Path and Trace). A path is a sequence of
triples (t1, t2, ..tk ) from a given graph, where ti = (si ,pi ,oi ),
such that oi = si+1. e trace of a path is the string formed
by the concatenation of the edge labels p from its triples.
e set of paths between two vertices x and y is denoted by
paths(x ,y). Notice that this includes the empty path between
one node and itself. Given a set of paths Π ⊆ paths(x ,y), the
set of traces dened by these paths is denoted as traces(Π).
Denition 2.4 (Context-Free Path ery). Given a data
graph D and a context-free grammar G, a context-free path
queryQ is a set of query pairs (x ,A)where x is a vertex of the
graph and A a non-terminal symbol from a given grammar.
e evaluation of a context-free path query Q produces the
set of all vertexes y such that there exists a path from x to y
whose trace s is derivable by A.
Eval(Q) = {y | ∃s . A⇒∗ s ∧ s ∈ traces(paths(x ,y))}
3 CONTEXT-FREE PATH QUERY
EVALUATION
e next denition establishes the set of vertices that are
reachable from a given vertex, by following a path repre-
sented by a string of (terminal and non-terminal) symbols of
a grammar.
Denition 3.1 (G-Reachable vertices). Let G = (N , Σ, P , S)
be a grammar, and D ⊆ V × E ×V be a data graph. Given
a vertex x ∈ V and a string α ⊆ (Σ ∪ N )∗, the function
{G,D (x,α) denes the set of vertices reachable from x by
following an α-derivable path in D:
{G,D (x,α) : V × (Σ ∪ N ∪ {ϵ})∗ 7→P(V ).
is function is recursively dened on α , as follows:
(1) For α = ε (the empty string), each vertex is reachable
from itself: {G,D (x, ε) = {x}.
(2) For α = p ∈ Σ, the set of vertices reachable from x
via ap-labeled edge is {G,D (x, p) = {y | (x ,p,y) ∈ D}.
(3) If α = A ∈ N , the set of vertices reachable from x is
dened by using the right-hand side of the produc-
tions of A in G:
{G,D (x,A) =
⋃
A→α ∈P
{G,D (x,α).
(4) If α = α1α2, the set of vertices reachable from x is
dened as:
{G,D (x,α1α2) =
⋃
w ∈{G,D (x,α1)
{G,D (w,α2).
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It is easy to verify that this function is associative, since string
concatenation and set union are both associative operations.
e following property establishes that for any vertex y,
G-reachable from x , there exists a path in the graph whose
labels form a string generated by the grammar G.
Proposition 3.2 (Derivation of traces for paths in
the graph). Given a grammarG = (N , Σ, P , S), a data graph
D ⊆ V × E, two nodes x ,y ∈ V and a string α ⊆ (Σ ∪ N )∗, we
have that y is in {G,D (x,α) if and only if there is a α -derivable
path in D from x to y:
∀x ,y,α . (y ∈ {G,D (x,α) ⇐⇒ ∃s .α ⇒∗ s ∧
s ∈ traces(paths(x ,y)))
Proof. Assuming s = p1...pm , we proceed by induction
on two variables, m and n, representing respectively the
length of the string s and the number of steps in the deriva-
tion α ⇒n p1...pm .
• Base case (with n = 0,m = 0):
In this case, α ⇒0 ϵ and s = α = ϵ . By Def-
inition 3.1.1, we also know that y = x since y ∈
{G,D (x, ϵ) = {x}. We need to show that
∀x . (x ∈ {G,D (x, ϵ) ⇐⇒ ϵ ∈ traces(paths(x ,x)))
is is straightforward since ϵ ∈ traces(paths(x ,x)).
Notice that whenm = 0, we have to build deriva-
tions from the empty string. So,m = 0 =⇒ n = 0.
• Inductive step on m (with n = 0): In this case, we
have that s = α , so we must prove that
∀x ,y, s . (y ∈ {G,D (x, s) ⇐⇒ s ∈ traces(paths(x ,y)))
is follows by mathematical induction onm.
• Inductive step on n (withm > 0): We need to demon-
strate that
∀x ,y,α . (y ∈ {G,D (x,α)
⇐⇒ ∃ p1...pm .α ⇒n p1...pm
∧ p1...pm ∈ traces(paths(x ,y)))
for an arbitrary n.
Since n > 0, we have that α = α1 A α2, where
A ∈ N and α1,α2 ∈ (N ∪ Σ)∗. By Induction Hypoth-
esis, we have that there exist vertices v,w ∈ V and
indexes k, j where 0 ≤ k ≤ j ≤ m such that:
1
2
3 4
a
a
b
a
b
Figure 1: Example Graph.
v ∈ {G,D (x,α1) ⇐⇒ α1 ⇒∗ p1...pk
∧ p1...pk ∈ traces(paths(x ,v))
w ∈ {G,D (v,A) ⇐⇒ A⇒∗ pk+1...pj
∧ pk+1...pj ∈ traces(paths(v,w))
y ∈ {G,D (w,α2) ⇐⇒ α2 ⇒∗ pj+1...pm
∧ pj+1...pm ∈ traces(paths(w,y))
ese hypotheses, together with Denition 3.1.4 al-
low us to conclude the proof.

3.1 Our Algorithm
In this section we present our proposal for the evaluation of
CFPQs. Our algorithm receives a grammar, a data graph and
a query, and follows context-free paths inside the data graph.
e goal of the algorithm is to identify pairs of vertices linked
by paths whose traces are strings generated by the grammar.
e following example illustrates the problem:
Example 3.3. Let us consider a grammar G with the fol-
lowing production rules:
S → a S b S → ε
and the data graph given in Figure 1.
Given the query Q = {(1, S), (3, S)}, our algorithm goes
through paths starting at vertices 1 and 3 whose trace is
generated by S . In this way all the production rules of S will
be investigated for paths starting at each of these vertices.
For the query Q , our algorithm will compute the sets of
vertices {1, 3, 4}, reachable from node 1, and the set {3, 4},
reachable from node 3. 
Our method relies on two assumptions: (i) there may be
several paths starting at a given node of the data graph; and
(ii) for each of these paths, their trace may be derivable from
a non-terminal of the grammar.
Our algorithm explores these two properties to parse all
the paths from a given vertex, in order to discover which
of them have traces derivable by a given non-terminal. e
parsing of all these traces is performed in an incremental
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way. In our seing, a query Q is represented by a set of
pairs (v,A), where v is a vertex of the data graph and A is
a non-terminal symbol of the grammar. For each pair (v,A)
of the query, our algorithm identies all the paths from v
whose traces are strings derivable from A.
In a traditional parsing seing, we may use the notion
of grammar item to guide the parsing process. Grammar
items use a dot on the right-hand side of a production rule
to mark the progress of the parsing. Traditional parsing
techniques are tailored to process one input string at a time.
e information carried by the dot is related just to the
progress of the parsing. In our case, we also need to identify
the strings that form paths of the graph being parsed. us,
we associate vertices of the graph to the positions of the
parsing process. In our case, we will use sets of vertices of
the graph within the items, in the place where the dot may
appear. e next denition captures this idea:
Denition 3.4 (Trace Item). Given a context-free grammar
G = (N , Σ, P , S) and a data graph D ⊆ V × E × V , a Trace
Item is a pair formed by a production rule and a function
associating a set of graph nodes to each position of the right-
hand side of the rule. Formally, a trace item is dened as the
pair (A→ α , f ), where A→ α ∈ P and f : {0, . . . , |α |} →
P(V ).
e trace item (A → α1, . . . ,αn , f ), where f = {0 7→
C0, . . . ,n 7→ Cn} will be noted as [A→ C0 α1 C1 ... αn Cn].
e sets C1, . . . ,Cn will be called position sets. 
In general, given position sets C1,C2 and a grammar sym-
bol α , a sequence C1 α C2 in the right-hand side of an item
indicates that each vertex in C2 will be reached by an α-
derivable path beginning at a vertex in C1. For instance, the
trace item [ S → {1} a {2, 3} S { } b { } ] in Example 3.3, indi-
cates that the parsing process is in a stage where a-derivable
paths linking vertex 1 to vertices 2 and 3 in the data graph
have been identied.
Next, we present the intuitive idea of our algorithm. In
order to solve a query Q , our algorithm will start processing
trace items obtained from the query pairs and rules of the
grammar: for each query pair (v,A) ∈ Q , we create one trace
item for each production rule of A with v in its rst position
set. We will use special marks ◦ and • for unprocessed and
processed vertices inside position sets, respectively, in order
to keep track of what vertices have already been processed1.
Our algorithm will process trace items until there are no
unprocessed vertices belonging to any position set.
e next example shows how to compute the answers for
the given query, graph and grammar.
1We omit the • and ◦ marks from vertices in position sets when such
distinction is unnecessary.
Example 3.5. Given the query Q = {(1, S), (3, S)} and data
graph D and grammar G from Example 3.3, we start the
parsing process by creating trace items. For each query pair
(v,A) ∈ Q , we create one trace item for each production rule
of A with v in its rst position set. For the query Q we build
the trace items:
[ S → {1◦} a { } S { } b { } ] (1)
[ S → {1◦} ] (2)
[ S → {3◦} a { } S { } b { } ] (3)
[ S → {3◦} ] (4)
Our algorithm picks the unprocessed vertices in an arbi-
trary order. Let us start with vertex 1 from trace item (1). is
vertex appears in a position set before the terminal symbol a.
We must walk from vertex 1 to all its neighbors linked by an
a-labeled edge inD. e neighbors vertices 2 and 3 must then
be added to the next position set in the trace item. Doing so,
our item will become [ S → {1•} a {2◦, 3◦} S { } b { } ]. No-
tice that vertex 1◦ has changed to 1• to signal that this vertex
has been processed. New vertices are added as unprocessed
by using the mark ◦. Now we may pick vertex 2 for the next
step. is vertex is in a position set before the non-terminal
symbol S . at indicates that we have to look for S-derivable
paths starting at vertex 2. We build the following new items:
[ S → {2◦} a { } S { } b { } ] (5)
[ S → {2◦} ] (6)
Now item (1) becomes [ S → {1•} a {2•, 3◦} S { } b { } ]
and we have to pick another vertex to process. Picking vertex
2 from item (5) we verify that there is no a-labeled edge going
from vertex 2 to any other vertex in the graph. at means
that there is no a-derivable path from this vertex. Item (5)
then becomes [ S → {2•} a {} S {} b {} ].
Let us now pick vertex 2 from item (6). is item was
built from an ϵ-rule. As the vertex 2 belongs to the rst
and last position set of this item, that means that there is a
S-derivable path from vertex 2 to itself (the empty path). So,
we augment the data graph with an S-labelled edge (shown
in boldface):
1
2
3 4
a
a
b
b
a
S
Now, item (6) becomes [ S → {2•} ]. e addition of the
new, S-labelled edge to the data graph triggers a modication
to the existing items: we add the unprocessed vertex 2 to
any position set C appearing in a trace item matching the
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paern [ . . . {2, . . .} S C . . . ]. In our case, item (1) becomes
[ S → {1•} a {2•, 3◦} S {2◦} b { } ].
We may now pick the newly added vertex 2◦ in item (1).
Now we have a vertex in a position set before the termi-
nal b. As we did before, we look for b-labeled edges go-
ing out from 2 in the data graph. ere is only one such
edge, which arrives at vertex 3. Item (1) then becomes
[ S → {1•} a {2•, 3◦} S {2•} b {3◦} ].
Now we pick the newly added vertex 3 in the last po-
sition set of item (1). As this vertex is at the last posi-
tion set of the item, we infer that there is an S-valid path
from vertex 1 to vertex 3. As (1, S) ∈ Q , we have found
one answer for our query. Item 1 then becomes [ S →
{1•} a {2•, 3◦} S {2•} b {3•} ]. en, the data graph is aug-
mented with a new S-labelled edge from 1 to 3:
1
2
3 4
a
a, S
b
b
a
S
is process is repeated until there are no more unpro-
cessed vertices. e complete step-to-step process is pre-
sented in Table 1. at will result in the following set of
items:
[ S → {1•} a {2•, 3•} S {2•, 3•, 4•} b {3•, 4•} ], [ S → {1•} ],
[ S → {2•} a { } S { } b { } ], [ S → {2•} ],
[ S → {3•} a {1•} S {1•, 3•, 4•} b {4•} ], [ S → {3•} ]
e solutions computed by our algorithm are shown as
bold arrows, labeled by non-terminals, in Figure 2. 
1
2
3 4
a
a, S
b
b, S
a
S
S
S
S
Figure 2: Result graph for the query of Example 3.3.
Let us now present our algorithm for processing context-
free path queries (Algorithm 1). Our technique is based on
the idea of building and updating a set of trace items. e
input parameters of the algorithm are:
(1) A context-free grammar G = (N , Σ, P , S), dened by
the user.
(2) An RDF graph D = V × Σ ×V with edges restricted
to the grammar alphabet.
# Operation Updated items
1 line 2 [ S → {1◦} a { } S { } b { } ], [ S → {1◦} ],
[ S → {3◦} a { } S { } b { } ], [ S → {3◦} ]
2 line 8 [ S → {1•} a {2◦, 3◦} S { } b { } ]
3 line 10 [ S → {1•} a {2•, 3◦} S { } b { } ],
[ S → {2◦} a { } S { } b { } ], [ S → {2◦} ]
4 line 8 [ S → {2•} a { } S { } b { } ]
5 lines 12, 14 [ S → {2•} ],
[ S → {1•} a {2•, 3◦} S {2◦} b { } ]
6 line 8 [ S → {1•} a {2•, 3◦} S {2•} b {3◦} ]
7 lines 12, 14 [ S → {1•} a {2•, 3◦} S {2•} b {3•} ]
8 lines 12, 14 [ S → {1•} ]
9 lines 12, 14 [ S → {3•} ]
[ S → {1•} a {2•, 3◦} S {2•, 3◦} b {3•} ]
10 line 8 [ S → {1•} a {2•, 3◦} S {2•, 3•} b {3•, 4◦} ]
11 lines 12, 14 [ S → {1•} a {2•, 3◦} S {2•, 3•} b {3•, 4•} ]
12 line 8 [ S → {3•} a {1◦} S { } b { } ]
13 line 8 [ S → {3•} a {1•} S {1◦, 3◦, 4◦} b { } ]
14 line 8 [ S → {3•} a {1•} S {1◦, 3◦, 4•} b { } ]
15 line 8 [ S → {3•} a {1•} S {1◦, 3•, 4•} b {4◦} ]
16 lines 12, 14 [ S → {3•} a {1•} S {1◦, 3•, 4•} b {4•} ]
17 line 8 [ S → {3•} a {1•} S {1•, 3•, 4•} b {4•} ]
18 line 10 [ S → {1•} a {2•, 3•} S {2•, 3•, 4◦} b {3•, 4•} ]
19 line 8 [ S → {1•} a {2•, 3•} S {2•, 3•, 4•} b {3•, 4•} ]
Table 1: Step-by-step behavior of Algorithm 1.
(3) A set of query pairs Q ⊆ V × N . Each pair of the
query set indicates a start vertex and non-terminal
symbol used for recognizing paths.
Our algorithm uses the ∪Z operator to perform unions
between sets of marked and unmarked vertices. is operator
is dened as follows: given the position sets C and {x◦}, the
union between them is dened as:
C ∪Z {x◦} =
{
C, if x• ∈ C
C ∪ {x◦}, otherwise
at is, if the vertex x has already been processed, it is kept
as processed in the position set. Otherwise, it is added as
unprocessed.
e following data structures are manipulated during the
algorithm’s execution:
I : A set of trace items, iterativelly computed by the
algorithm.
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ALGORITHM 1: e Trace Item-based Algorithm
Input: G = (N , Σ, P , S), Q ⊆ V × N , D ⊆ V × Σ ×V
Output: D ′ ⊆ V × Σ ×V
1 function eval
2 I := {[A→ {w◦} α1 { } ... αn { }] | A→ α1 ... αn ∈
P ∧ (w,A) ∈ Q}
3 D ′ := D
4 while ∃ i,x s.t. i = [A→ ... {x◦, ...} ...] ∈ I do
5 switch i
6 case i = [A→ ... {x◦, ...} αk Ck ...] do
7 if αk ∈ Σ ∨ [αk → {x} . . . ] ∈ I then
8 Ck := Ck ∪Z {y◦ | (x ,αk ,y) ∈ D ′}
9 else
10 I := I ∪ {[αk →
{x◦} β1 { } ... βn { }] | αk →
β1 ... βn ∈ P}
11 case i = [A→ {w} . . . {x◦, ...}] do
12 D ′ := D ′ ∪ {(w,A,x)}
13 foreach [B → . . . {w•, ...} AC . . . ] ∈ I do
14 C := C ∪Z {x◦}
15 mark(x , i)
16 return D ′
D ′: A data graph D ′, containing the original data graph
D incrementally augmented with new, non-terminal-
labeled edges.
Lines 2-3 initialize I and D ′. For each pair (w,A) ∈ Q
and rule A→ α1...αn ∈ P , the set I is initialized with items
A→ {w◦}α1{ }...αn{ }. e graph D ′ is initialized as a copy
of the input graph D. ese steps prepare the algorithm
to enter the main loop that processes unmarked vertices in
items of I . e main loop concludes when there are no such
unmarked vertices.
e processing of unmarked vertices is divided into two
cases:
(1) In the rst case (lines 6-10), given the trace item
i = [A→ C0 α1 C1 ...αn Cn], x◦ belongs to a position
set Ck−1 that is not the last position set of the item.
(a) If αk ∈ Σ, we add to Ck all the vertices y◦ such
that there exists an edge (x ,αk ,y) ∈ D ′ (line 3).
(b) If αk ∈ N and [ αk → {w} . . . ] ∈ I , we add all
y◦ to Ck such that there is an edge (x ,αk ,y) ∈
D ′ (this case is also treated by line 3).
(c) If αk ∈ N and there is no trace item [ αk →
{x ...} ... ], our algorithm initiates the search
for αk -derivations beginning at x . is is done
by creating new trace items αk → {x◦} . . . and
adding them to I (line 10).
(2) In the second case of the main loop, lines 11 to 14,
we identify that the vertex x belongs to the last
position set of a trace item. e item i = [A →
{w} . . . {x◦, ...}] states that we have walked a path
from the vertex w to x in the data graph D ′. So, our
algorithm generates a new A-labeled edge connect-
ing these two vertices (line 12). Aer this operation,
we must update with x◦ all position sets C such that
[ B → . . . {w, . . .} AC . . . ] ∈ I (line 14).
e vertex x◦ from the generalized item i is marked as
visited at the end of the loop body (line 15). When there
are no more unmarked vertices, the main loop stops and the
decorated graph D ′ is returned (line 16).
In the next sections we analyze the behaviour of our al-
gorithm in terms of correctness and runtime and memory
complexity.
3.2 Algorithm Correctness
In this section, we show the correctness of our algorithm.
Proposition 3.6. Let G = (N , Σ, P , S) be a grammar, D ⊆
V × E ×V a data graph and a query pair (w,A) ∈ Q . Given
[ A → {w}α1 C1...α jCj ... ] ∈ I computed by Algorithm 1,
then for any vertex x ∈ V we have
x ∈ Cj ⇐⇒ x ∈ {G,D (w,α1 . . . αj).
Sketch. We analyze the behaviour of the algorithm at
the lines that change the set I of trace items:
(line 2) e set I is initialized to contain the item [A→
{w◦} α1 { } ... αn { } ], for each rule A→ α1 ... αn ∈
P . From this construction we can see that for j = 0,
we have that w = x , C0 = {x} = {w} and α1 ... α j =
ϵ . In this case, it is evident that
w ∈ C0 ⇐⇒ w ∈ {G,D (w, ϵ).
(line 10) At this line, new trace items are added into
the set I for each rule αk → β1...βn . e creation of
new items is in under the same conditions presented
at line 2. Again j = 0, so we have w = x ,C0 = {x} =
{w} and β1 ... βj = ϵ . In this case, we have
w ∈ C0 ⇐⇒ w ∈ {G,D (w, ϵ).
(line 8) A position set C in I is incremented with new
vertices y such that (x ,αk ,y) ∈ D ′. We can distin-
guish two cases:
- If αk is a terminal symbol, we add to Ck all vertices
y such that exists a αk -labeled edge from x to y in
D ′:
y ∈ Ck ⇐⇒ y ∈ {G,D (x,αk).
is condition holds by Denition 3.1.2.
- If αk ∈ N we need to add to Ck all the vertices y
such that there is an edge labelled (x ,αk ,y) in D ′.
Notice that this edge was the result of a previous
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processing, meaning that the algorithm has already
discovered a path from x to y such that its trace
corresponds to the right-hand side of a production
rule of αk . us,
y ∈ Ck ⇐⇒ y ∈ {G,D (x,αk).
is condition holds by Denition 3.1.3.
(line 14) We deal with those vertices x appearing at
the last position set of a trace item [A→ {w•}...{x◦, ...} ]
built from a production rule A→ γ . Items with this
conguration indicate the existence of a path from
w to x in D ′ such that its trace is the string γ . Our
algorithm adds a new A-labeled edge from w to x
(line 12), thus using the production rule. us, for
every item i = [ B → ...{w•, ...} ACj ... ] built from
a production rule B → γ1 A γ2, we can verify that:
x ∈ Cj ⇐⇒ x ∈ {G,D (w,A).
is condition holds by Denitions 3.1.3 and 3.1.4.

We start by presenting evidences that the proposed algo-
rithm is correct.
e result graph D ′ is only updated at line 3, where it
just copies the input graph D, and at line 12, where it is
increased with a new edge (w,A,x) where w,A and x come
from the generalized item i = A → {w•} . . . {x•, . . .}. By
Denition 3.1.2 we can conclude that line 3 is a valid step;
however, for line 12 it depends on whether the generalized
items i ∈ I were constructed correctly.
Proposition 3.7. Algorithm 1 computes D ′ such that for
all (x ,A) ∈ Q
∀y. (y ∈ {G,D (x,A) ⇐⇒ (x ,A,y) ∈ D ′)
Proof. is follows from Propositions 3.2 and 3.6. 
3.3 Time and Space Complexity
In this section, we show the time and space complexity of
our algorithm. Our proof is based on the nite number of
elements in the sets it manipulates.
Proposition 3.8 (Worst-case Space Complexity). e
worst-case space complexity of Algorithm 1 is O(|V |2 · |P | · k).
Proof. e maximum size that D ′ and I may reach is:
D ′: e algorithm increments the graph D ′ with non-
terminal-labeled edges, so it uses at most:
|D ′ | = |V | · |N ∪ Σ| · |V | (7)
what is O(|V |2 · |N ∪ Σ|).
I : e set I contains generalized items, which are an-
notated production rules with a single vertex at the
start of the right-hand side. So we have at most:
|I | = |V | · |P | (8)
For each trace item, the number of position set sets
depends on the size of the right-hand side of a pro-
duction rule. Assuming that k denotes the greatest
size of the right-hand side of the rules in P , each
trace item may have k position sets of size at most
|V | (notice that the rst position set on each trace
item is always a singleton).
In this context, the worst case in space complexity
for I is:
|V | · |P | · k · |V |.
what is O(|V |2 · |P | · k).
We can now estimate the worst-case space complexity as:
O(|V |2 · (|N ∪ Σ| + |P | · k)) (9)

Proposition 3.9 (Worst-case Runtime Complexity).
e worst-case runtime complexity of Algorithm 1 is O(|V |3 ·
|P |2 · k2).
Proof Sketch. e main loop iterates until there are no
more unmarked vertices x◦. e maximum number of un-
marked vertices is given by |I |·k ·|V |, wherek is the maximum
number of possible position sets for rules of the grammar
(the greatest size of a right-hand side of the rules in P , plus
one). So, as |I | = |V | · |P |, we have at most |V |2 · |P | ·k possible
vertices x◦.
For each iteration, the form of the trace item i guides the
operation to be performed. e tests at lines 6 and 11 have
constant cost.
ere are two cases to be considered inside the switch
command:
• e evaluation of the condition at line 7 requires
searching over the set of trace items I . e cost of
this operation is constant (supposing that we use a
matrix representation).
Line 8 is the case where the algorithm advances
one step on a path by looking for edges (x ,α ,y) ∈ D ′.
As there are at most |V | possible destination vertexes,
the algorithm performs at most |V | operations in this
case.
At line 10, the algorithm adds new trace items to
I in order to start a new derivation. is line ensures
that the algorithm only creates at most one trace
item for each production rule in P for a xed vertex
x . So, in this case, the algorithm performs at most
|P | constant time operations.
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In this way, the overall cost of the case spanning
from line 6 to 10 is bounded by max(|V |, |P |).
• e second case of the switch command adds non-
terminal labelled edges to the graph. e creation of
such edges is performed at line 12, in constant time.
e appearance of a new edge triggers the update
of position sets by the iteration at line 13. We have
at most |V | · |P | · k position sets. Assuming, again, a
matrix representation, locating each set C in a trace
item, requires constant time. us, line 14 will be
executed |V | · |P | · k times in the worst case.
In this way, the overall cost of the case spanning
from line 11 to 14 is bounded by |V | · |P | · k .
is shows that the worst-case time complexity of our
algorithm is O(|V |3 · |P |2 · k2).

4 RELATEDWORK
Graph databases have become popular in the last few years.
Specifying queries over such databases normally include
property paths, which dene paths on the data graph by
means of regular expressions [12, 19]. In [1, 5, 7, 20], it
is noted that there exist useful queries that cannot be ex-
pressed by regular expressions, since they require some kind
of bracket matching. Same Generation eries [1] are an
example of queries that cannot be expressed by regular ex-
pressions, requiring the identication of context-free paths.
Answering context-free path queries is NP-Complete [13].
However, specifying the starting node of the path makes the
cost of processing those queries manageable.
In [7], the author proposes an algorithm to evaluate Context-
Free Path eries based on Earley’s and CYK parsing tech-
niques [6]. is algorithm receives a grammar (in Chomsky
Normal Form) and a data graph. e algorithm is based
on the idea of adding a non-terminal-labelled edge to link
nodes that are connected by a path generated by the gram-
mar. Regardless of the query, the algorithm in [7] processes
the whole graph. For any vertices x and y and non-terminal
symbol S , an S-labelled edge linking x to y is created if there
exist an S-derivable path in the graph linking x to y. Aer
that, atomic queries can be executed in constant time. e
algorithm is O(|N | |E |+ (|N | |V |)3), where N is the set of non-
terminal symbols of the grammar, V is the set of nodes of
the graph and E is the set of edges.
In [20], the query language cfSPARQL is proposed. e
language includes queries dened by context-free grammars,
as well as by nested regular expressions [14]. e evaluation
mechanism of cfSPARQL is an adaptation of the algorithm
in [7] and presents the same time complexity.
An LL-based approach to recognize context-free paths
in RDF graphs is proposed in [5]. e proposal uses the
GLL [16] parsing technique to dene an algorithm for query-
ing data graphs with time complexity ofO(|V |3maxv ∈V (deд+(v))),
where V is the set of vertices and deд+(v) is the outdegree
of vertex v . Notice that for complete graphs this runtime
complexity is O(|V |4).
e Valiant’s parsing algorithm [18] is the base for the
query algorithm presented in [4]. e algorithm uses a ma-
trix representation of the graph where each cell contains
the edge between two vertices, represented by line and col-
umn. e proposal uses an ecient, GPU-based calculation
of the transitive closure of that matrix to answer queries.
Similarly to [7], the algorithm in [4] calculates all possible
non-terminal labelled edges between nodes of the graph. e
time complexity of this algorithm is O(|V |4 · |N |3), where V
is the set of vertices of the graph and N is the set of non-
terminal symbols of the query’s grammar.
In [15], the authors present a Context-Free Path ery
processing algorithm based on the well-known boom-up
LR parsing technique [2]. e algorithm uses the LALR
parsing table for the grammar. e proposal extends Tomita’s
algorithm and GSS data structure [17] to simultaneously
discover context-free paths on a data graph. e proposed
algorithm does not need to pre-process the whole graph
in order to answer the query. e time complexity of this
algorithm is given by O(|V |4+k · |I |1+k · |Σ| · |N |), where k is
the maximum size of the right-hand side of the production
rules in the grammar and I is the number of lines of the
LALR(1) parsing table.
In [10], the authors propose a query processing algorithm
based on the LL parsing technique [2]. For queries of the form
(x , S), where x is a vertex of the graph and S is a non-terminal
symbol, the algorithm proceeds in a top-down manner, trying
to discover S-generated paths from x . e worst case runtime
complexity of their algorithm is O(|V |3 · |P |), where P is the
set of production rules of the grammar.
e authors in [9] evaluate the Context-Free Path ery
evaluation methods in [4, 8, 15]. e authors perform exper-
iments with several data sets, including real and synthetic
ones. e paper focus on scalability of the three approaches
and concludes that these methods are not yet adequate for
big data processing. We expect to contribute towards that
goal.
5 EXPERIMENTS
In this section we present some performance experiments to
investigate the viability of our algorithm. We implemented a
prototype using the Go programming language2. e experi-
ments were performed on a Debian 8.11, 64GB RAM, Intel
2e source code and data for out prototype is available at Github; the link
to it is not shown due to the double-blind revision process of the conference.
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Xeon E312xx (Sandy Bridge) @ 2.195GHz, 64 bits. e results
presented here are the average time and memory of 10 runs.
We compared our algorithm to the one in [11]. eir
algorithm is implemented in Python and was run using
the same computer as the algorithm we propose here. For
both algorithms, we performed the same experiments as
in [4, 5, 8, 9, 11, 20]. e databases used in the experiments
include both synthetic graphs and publicly available ontolo-
gies. e synthetic graphs and the grammars used to query
them were designed in order to explore specic characteris-
tics of the evaluation mechanisms, such as their memory and
runtime performance in their worst-case or random scenar-
ios; the inuence of grammar ambiguity or density/sparsity
as well as to observe the scalability properties of our ap-
proach. e dataset of ontologies consists of a number of
popular ontologies publicly available and it is the same used
in previous works [4, 5, 20].
e non-random synthetic graphs used in the experiments
are described as follows. A complete graph corresponds to
the product V × Σ × V , and it represents the worst-case
scenario for the database, where each vertex is linked to all
the vertices of the graph, including itself. We also considered
two kinds of linear graphs, i.e., graphs that have the form
of a single straight path: the rst kind, referred to as ab-list
graphs, is formed by graphs whose labels form a path anbn ;
the second kind, called σ -string graphs, is formed by straight
line graphs where all the edges are labeled with σ . Cycle
graphs have all edges labeled with σ .
Let us present some experiments to test the behaviour of
our algorithm in specic cases.
Dealing with Ambiguous Grammars. e data presented
in Figure 3 corresponds to the execution over ab-list. We
used Grammars 1 and 2, which recognize the language of
balanced a’s and b’s. ese grammars are dened as follows:
Grammar 1. (Ambiguous) Generates strings containing bal-
anced pairs of a’s and b’s [4, 5, 11, 20]:
S → S S | a S b | ϵ
Grammar 2. Unambiguous grammar generating the same
language of Grammar 1 [4, 5, 11, 20]:
S → a S b S | ϵ
e query was dened asQ = {(x , S) | x ∈ V } i.e., we look
for all vertices that are linked by an S-derived path from each
vertex of the ab-list graph.
We observe that our algorithm presents a very ecient
runtime behaviour as the graph grows in size, when com-
pared to [11]. We also observe that the behaviour of our
algorithm is not heavily aected by the grammar’s ambigu-
ity.
In terms of memory consumption, both algorithms behave
in a similar way, with a small advantage to our algorithm.
Dense and Sparse Grammars. Figures 4 and 5 compare the
execution of our prototype and the LL [11] algorithm over
cycle and path graphs, respectively, using Grammars 3 and 4
and for the same query set as before.
Grammar 3. Dense grammar recognizing the language
σ+ [8]:
A→ A A A→ σ
e notion of a dense grammar refers to the fact of the
grammar generating strings without having empty transi-
tions, in contrast to a sparse grammar.
Grammar 4. Sparse grammar recognizing the language
σ ∗ [8]:
B → B A | A B | ϵ A→ σ
As in the previous case, we observe that the behaviour of
our algorithm is beer in terms of time and memory con-
sumption, when compared to the algorithm in [11].
For all graphs used in this experiment, our prototype pre-
sented a time performance that seems to be beer than the
one given by Proposition 3.9.
Notice that the form of the grammar’s production rules
have an important inuence over the time performance of the
algorithms. For σ -string and cycle graphs, sparse grammars
seem to have an advantage over dense grammars.
Regarding memory consumption, we observe the same
situation as for the previous case, with our algorithm per-
forming slightly beer than the one in [11].
Experiment with ontologies. For the next experiment we
used a set of popular ontologies publicly available on the
internet. is dataset and the grammars described below
are the same used in previous works [4, 5, 11, 20]. e
“geospecies” database and Grammar 7 were used in [9].
Grammar 5 retrieves concepts in the same level of the
RDFS’ subClassOf /type hierarchy. e experiment consists
on performing a “same generation query” [1]. For each vertex
of the graph, the query looks for all vertices that are at the
same level in the graph of the subclass/type hierarchy.
Grammar 5. Retrieves concepts in the same level of hierar-
chy [4, 5, 11, 20]:
S → subClassOf S subClassOf−1 S → type S type−1
S → subClassOf subClassOf−1 S → type type−1
Grammar 6 retrieves concepts in adjacent levels of the
RDFS’ subClassOf hierarchy.
Grammar 6. Retrieves concepts on adjacent levels of the
hierarchy of classes in RDF [4, 5, 11, 20]:
S → B subClassOf−1 B → subClassOf B subClassOf−1 | ϵ
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Figure 3: ab-list graphs, Grammars G1 and G2.
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Figure 4: Cycle graphs, Grammars G3 and G4.
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Figure 5: σ -string graphs, Grammars G3 and G4.
Grammar 7 retrieves concepts in the same level of the
broaderTransitive hierarchy. ese edges are directed from
child to parent, relating categories of species, families, orders,
etc. is is a real example of application, where a Context-
Free Path ery is used to identify the pairs of vertices that
are in the same category inside the biological taxonomy.
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Grammar 7. Retrieves concepts on adjacent levels of hier-
archy [9]:
S → broaderTransitive S broaderTransitive−1
S → broaderTransitive broaderTransitive−1
e results of running our algorithm (as well as LL [11])
are shown in Table 2. e query used in this case was the
same as in the previous cases: we look for paths departing
from each vertex of the graph. e rst three columns of the
table show the used grammar and ontology, the size of the
graph and the number of results obtained by the query.
In the data presented in Table 2, we can observe that
both algorithms behave in the same way as observed for
the synthetic examples given previously. In general, our
algorithm performs beer that the one in [11], with a great
dierence in time, in favor to our algorithm. e last line in
Table 2 does not contain data for the LL algorithm, since our
computational resources were not sucient for the normal
execution of that algorithm.
erying Random graphs. e next experiments were pro-
posed by [9] and use random, synthetic graphs. We used a
graph generator function based on the denition given by
by [3]. Given the size of the graph in number of vertices n
and a constant k ≤ n, the generator function, denoted by
G(n,k), starts with a clique of k vertices. For each v in the
n − k remaining vertices, the generator adds k edges from
v to any vertices already in the graph. e edge labels are
randomly chosen, being either a,b, c or d . e probability for
a vertex to be chosen is directly proportional to its degree at
that moment, such that the higher the degree of the vertex,
higher is its probability receive the new edges.
Grammar 8. Denes the language anbmcmdn [9]:
S → a S d | a X d X → b X c | ϵ
e runtimes and memory usage observed in this experi-
ment follow the paern of the previous ones: our algorithm
outperforms the running time observed for the LL-based
algorithm, at the same time that it uses less memory.
6 FINAL REMARKS
We presented an algorithm for the evaluation of Context-Free
Path eries for RDF databases. Our algorithm combines
characteristics of previously proposed techniques, in order
to obtain beer scalability.
We presented analysis about the correctness of our algo-
rithm, as well as an estimation of its worst-case time and
space complexity.
We validated our work by using both synthetic and real-
life examples, showing that our prototype outperforms an-
other, recently published algorithm.
e query processed by our algorithm may be dened to
contain any context-free grammar. Our results show that
there is no signicant dierence in the performance of the
algorithm in relation to conditions of the grammars, like
ambiguity or spareness.
e practical use of our algorithm may be allowed by
including it as part of a query language engine, as it is men-
tioned in [11].
As future work, we will investigate the construction of
a parallel version of our algorithm. is may improve it’s
performance, since the treatment of unvisited vertices in
position sets may be done in parallel.
We are also working on benchmarking protocols for algo-
rithms for evaluation the of Context-Free Path eries. is
would make possible to have more accurate data, in order to
compare the dierent algorithms that are being proposed to
implement this kind of queries.
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Grammar & Graph |V | Results Time Memory Time Memory
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G6, pizza 261 1262 34 ms 6.9 Mb 2019 ms 7.9 Mb
G6, wine 163 133 7 ms 3.5 Mb 58 ms 7.0 Mb
G7, geospecies 20882 226669749 624352 ms 36844.7 Mb N/A N/A
Table 2: Performance Evaluation on RDF Databases.
is work LL [11]
Grammar & Graph |V | Results Time Memory Time Memory
G8, G(100,1) 100 5 3 ms 2.5 Mb 4 ms 6.6 Mb
G8, G(500,1) 500 25 11 ms 4.8 Mb 71 ms 7.5 Mb
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Table 3: Experiment with grammar G8
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